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B U I L D I N G 
TOOLS FOR LIFE

SNAP-ON® AND STARRETT®

PRECISION MEASUREMENT 
INSTRUMENTS CERTIFICATION
The successful completion of the Snap-on Precision Measurement Instruments 
Certification enables graduates to demonstrate a solid understanding of the 
fundamentals of working with precision measurement instruments. The skills 
acquired during this comprehensive training are valuable TOOLS FOR LIFE 
that can lead to rewarding careers in a vast array of industries in the global 
marketplace.
 
Precision measuring is the cornerstone of quality in products and services many 
people rely upon each day. Starrett, Snap-on and NC3 combined their industrial 
experience and expertise to create a certification that includes hands-on 
training on instruments that are vital to engineering, manufacturing, aerospace, 
power generation, and natural resources, to name a few. Those who earn this 
certification will be proficient in the use of a variety of instruments ranging from 
tapes and rules to calipers and micrometers. 

COURSE CONTENT INCLUDES:

n Tape and Rule Measurement
n Side Caliper Measurement
n Gauge Measurement
n Angle Measurement
n Micrometer Measurement
n Dial Gauge Measurement

Precision Measurement Instruments
Snap-on certifications are compatible with other industry recognized 
certifications. Certifications are developed and administered with NC3 
(National Coalition of Certification Centers). 

B U I L D I N G 
TOOLS FOR LIFE

Snap-on S-TECH certifications provide a 
return on technical education investment 
through hands-on training and state 
of the art tools and equipment. The 
Snap-on Starrett Precision Measurement 
Instruments Certification connects directly 
to the following academic subject areas, 
and not limited to:

n Auto Collision Repair & Refinishing
n Carpentry
n Industrial Maintenance
n Millwright
n Machine Tool Operation
n Nuclear Technology
n Transportation Technology
n Energy Production & Distribution 

Students earn Snap-on S-TECH 
certifications as proof of achievement. 
These NC3-backed, stackable credentials 
increase employment potential and on-
the-job productivity in industries such as:

n Manufacturing
n Metrology Lab
n Metal Working
n Aerospace
n Transportation
n Energy

For more information and to find  
the certification school nearest you,  
please visit www.education.snapon.com,  
or email: education@snapon.com.


